Thank you for introducing me to everyone. I am Tooshi Fujiwara from NTT DATA.
I have been responsible for the entire Financial Segment since July 2017 as a
successor to Senior Executive Vice President Ueki.
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First, I am going to explain the Financial Segment’s business. Speaking of the
organization, I oversee four sectors and the sector heads.
The First Financial Sector is responsible for large-scale clients such as the Bank
of Japan, Japan Post Bank and Resona Bank under the control of Mr. Matsunaga.
The Second Financial Sector is mainly responsible for regional bank systems
centering on the Shared Utilization Center under the control of Mr. Suzuki. The
Third Financial Sector is responsible for cooperative organization clients such as
Shinkin banks, credit unions and JA banks under the control of Mr. Okimura. The
Fourth Financial Sector is responsible for some credit and securities companies
and mega-banks as well as Internet banking in a cross-industrial manner under
the control of Mr. Miyake.
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The Financial Segment has developed a large-scale group strategy and promoted
business in close cooperation with group companies. We are working with more
than 20 domestic and overseas business companies to expand the business.
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Next, I shall tell you about the business outline, market conditions surrounding
the Financial Segment and how we intend to grow.
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(Description abbreviated)
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First, I will explain the business outline.
Although net sales may vary slightly from year to year, basically, we aim to
expand business steadily at a CAGR of 2-2.5%.
The operating income has increased stably and steadily partly because of the net
sales increase and is expected to continue to grow at this pace.
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Now, I will tell you about the breakdown of the net sales.
The sales ratio of the category including cooperative organization-related
business and network-related business such as the Zengin System and
integrated ATM and the business category mainly for other individual financial
institutions is approximately 1:3. The former category has grown stably and the
latter has expanded at a higher rate.
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These are services NTT DATA provides for individual financial institutions.
The core banking system handles core banking operations and the channel
system supports contacts with customers like a branch system. The capital
securities system is a system related to investments. The information system is
a system that analyzes data and creates forms. The international system
supports operations in overseas countries. We also provide a national financial
infrastructure that supports society as a whole.
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Please take a look at the share in the core banking business. NTT DATA has
about 40% of the market share in business for the major banks, Japan Post and
regional banks and about 90-100% for business for cooperative organizations
such as Shinkin banks, credit unions, labour banks and JA banks.
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As I explained earlier, “settlement infrastructures” correspond to “national
infrastructures”.
Some examples of the settlement infrastructures include exchange systems of
BOJ and Zengin, multi-payment systems for payment collection agents,
integrated ATM that supports mutual utilization of ATMs, ANSER for Internet
banking, and CAFIS that supports payment using credit cards. NTT DATA made
other achievements in providing infrastructure platforms as social infrastructures
like these before and aims to continue to provide stable services.
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The strengths of the Financial Segment are that we have provided large-scale
systems for financial institutions such as systems identified as social
infrastructures as I explained earlier and shared systems as well as high quality
and highly reliable systems for a long time based on the long-term relationship
with clients. We will utilize these strengths in the future.
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(Description abbreviated)
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Now I am going to tell you about the market environment. As you know, financial
institutions face narrowed lending profit margins due to the negative interest rate
policy, etc. The median of the lending profit margin this year is as low as 0.14%,
which may be insufficient to cover necessary expenses.
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Meanwhile, in general, society will be changed increasingly by digital transformation.
As AI, mobile, cloud and IoT will penetrate into various business areas, new
services are expected to emerge. You can see new services including sharing
economy and drone delivery appearing without any interruption.
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In the financial industry, Fintech has become the keyword in the past few years
and companies are seeking new services using cutting-edge technologies. The
industry sees start-ups try to produce new services by using new technologies
as fast as possible and financial institutions also try to adopt new technologies
for their services.
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This slide shows a chart of the moves related to FinTech. I think that the
digitalization of the financial industry will be accelerated. Originally, the financial
industry is a digital-based industry that has less physical assets, unlike
manufacturing and logistics industries. Even so, the financial industry will be
digitalized further in various ways by making offices more paperless, etc.
Under such circumstances, non-financial players have entered the market,
financial institutions have provided new services in cooperation with nonfinancial players, FSA as the supervisory authority has taken initiative in
promoting new services through deregulation, and FinTech-related companies
have sought to change the world and the market so that new services can be
provided more easily. These moves put greater pressure on the legacy business
model. In addition, in my view about the market, as digital native Millennials
become a main force in the economy, there will be a major shift in the financial
market.
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(Description abbreviated)
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Let me talk about how we will move forward in such an environment.
First, we will continue to provide highly credible and high-quality systems by
utilizing relationships with the existing clients, which is one of our strengths.
Second, we will provide new values by combining digital technologies of NTT
DATA and the NTT Group. For example, NTT DATA is a company that selects
and provides the best solution for clients by utilizing the most suitable AI and
clouds, not a company that produces an AI engine from scratch. NTT DATA is
not a company that does nothing more than produce and sell hardware or
software packages. In this digital era, I think that we should establish a strategy
largely focusing on providing the most appropriate combination of solutions for
clients.
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I will now show you examples of clients in the existing business areas.
NTT DATA has provided a service for regional banks under the brand of BeSTA.
We have about 40% of the market share in core banking systems for regional
banks and second-tier regional banks and, in 2016, 12 banks decided to use the
service. Out of the 12 banks, 6 banks were our existing clients and the other 6
were new clients. From Hokkaido in the north to Kyushu and Okinawa in the
south, banks across the country use it.
In addition to the core banking services, we established FinTech Lab, a
permanent FinTech base in Otemachi, where we have staff from regional banks
all the time so that they can share a variety of business ideas with start-ups.
Through these activities, we aim to create new services for areas other than
core banking areas.
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This is an example of a system for Shinkin banks.
NTT DATA has provided services for Shinkin banks for more than 40 years and
our core banking shared system is used by more than 90% of Shinkin banks. In
the past one or two years, 5 Shinkin banks newly started to use it and our client
base has been expanding. Also, we started to provide a smartphone application
for Shinkin banks in October 2017. NTT DATA created a white label model so
that each Shinkin bank can customize it in a step-by-step fashion and use it on
Android or iPhone easily.
This application has already been used by about 10 Shinkin banks and we have
received inquiries for it from more than 10 Shinkin banks. We will continue to
make efforts to provide new digital services like this for existing clients.
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As I said before, our strength is that we are capable of combining strong trust
relationships with clients and new digital capabilities with our existing financial
platform. corevo is a general name for AI technologies possessed by the NTT
Group and MarkLogic is a new type of database technology. We aim to develop
business utilizing new technologies by combining them.
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The new digital field in the financial industry can be divided largely into three
categories.
The first category is digitalization of the existing business areas. In other words,
this is digitalization to reduce costs and improve efficiency.
The second category is an expansion of the SoE area through digitalization. This
means that digital technologies are used when a new service is provided to an
end-user. Leading examples are services using a smartphone or a tablet.
The third category is realizing what was impossible by adopting totally new
technologies, for example, building a new service and business model by adopting
block-chain technologies. We are going to take these three approaches.
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While we promote the general direction of taking these three approaches to
respond to digitalization, we will value relationships with clients we developed and
aim to become a trusted financial IT platformer in the digital era. I will show you
examples to explain what this specifically means.
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First, as an example of the digital field that would improve efficiency, I shall show
you how AI is utilized for loan screening operation.
Many companies across the world have adopted AI for loan screening. However,
some financial institutions face difficulty because when they are asked by a
person who did not pass the screening “Why did I fail the screening?”, they
cannot give the person a convincing explanation. Meanwhile, as a result of
discussions with clients at BeSTA FinTech Lab, we found that a bank staff’s
redoing an application for approval generated larger costs than any other loan
operations. An employee without much experience often needs to redo an
application for a loan to be extended to a client because he/she does not know
the checkpoints that are different for each industry, which causes major
inefficiency.
To solve this issue, we started a demonstration experiment of a system to make
AI learn tens or hundreds of thousands of applications prepared in the past and
specifically advise people about perspectives from which an application should be
prepared for each industry. This is a low-profile way of AI utilization but I am
sure that this will improve efficiency.
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The second example is AI utilization at call centers.
As you know, NTT was originally a telephone company and NTT institutions’
voice recognition technologies are highly reputed worldwide. Previously, call
center operators needed to take notes when they answered the telephone. This
technology converts what a customer says on the phone to a text and displays it
on the computer screen, lists possible answers to questions the customer asks
and shows the operator questions he/she needs to ask the customers. As there
are various dialects in Japan, we have customized the system to learn them.
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The next category is SoE, which enhances services to end users.
The first example is a mechanism to allow users to directly access a bank
system. Previously, end users could not link a new accounting software to a bank
system. We built a path and started to provide a service to link accounting
software of MoneyForward or freee to a bank system through AnserParaSOL
using Internet banking, Anser. As this service has been highly appreciated, we
are trying to spread this mechanism. I will introduce an advanced version later.
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This is an example of the enhancement of services to end users in the insurance
area.
We partnered with 10-15 start-ups, utilized their know-how and developed an
“ecosystem” together for Dai-ichi Life Insurance in a short time. For instance, if
you take a person’s face photo and register the person’s drinking and smoking
status, you will see the person’s face 10 and 20 years later.
Also, we developed a function that checks your health condition by automatically
reading necessary information on the health checkup result sheet if you hold a
smartphone over the sheet. We also developed a calorie checking function that
shows meal calories and missing nutrients based on a photo of meals on a tray
taken with a smartphone camera.
All of these functions were developed by capturing start-ups’ know-how. We are
providing a platform like this on which an increasing number of start-ups are
working together to enhance services.
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This is a mobile application for banks.
This is partly based on the system of a group company in Italy. This allows users
not only to recognize the balance and transfer money, but also to use a function
to move some amount of salary received to a specified deposit account for a
certain purpose, for example, going on a trip abroad, buying a car, etc., without
modification of a bank system. I think that many people go to a convenience store
and have a barcode scanned to transfer money, but this application allows you to
transfer funds from your account to a designated account just by scanning a
barcode using a smartphone, which is a service you can enjoy only with a
smartphone.
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At the permanent office in Otemachi called BeSTA FinTech Lab, NTT DATA
staff and some staff dispatched from regional banks work together every day to
create a new idea. Also, we launched a project called “From the port of Toyosu”
(Toyosu no Minato kara) under which we work together with start-ups to create
something new.
Currently, the target of BeSTA FinTech Lab is regional banks only, but we aim to
expand the initiative to involve all financial institutions and even players in the
logistics industry that entered into the financial industry to create new ideas
together. As there is an environment where a system for demonstration
experiments can be easily developed, we are willing to utilize it, too.
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Previously, most of the contestants of “From the port of Toyosu” business
competition were Japanese teams. In FY2016, we had contestants from 10 cities
of 9 countries and held preliminary competitions in countries including Brazil and
Israel. And in March, winners from the preliminaries competed in the final in Japan.
As Brazilian and Spanish start-ups have few opportunities to work with Japanese
financial institutions, the competition attracted much interest from them and we
had more than 200 applicants.
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While banks are willing to partner with start-ups to provide new services, they
are worried about security, user identification, etc. As start-ups also face
difficulties in individually linking their system to banks’ systems, NTT DATA is
intended to mediate between banks and start-ups. Although I said that we built a
path at the entrance of a bank system, we aim to build several additional paths
there. We started to provide a platform called open API as a cloud service under
the name of OpenCanvas that allows start-ups to identify users and switch
between banks if they access the platform.
More than 10 financial institutions show their intention to use the service and
about 20 FinTech start-ups made inquiries to us about it. We have provided a
cloud environment called IaaS since September 2017 and will start to provide an
API service to link start-ups to financial institutions next spring.
NTT DATA is willing to provide platforms for financial services like this.
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Now I will introduce a platform involving general companies as well as financial
institutions.
There are still a series of inter-company operations such as placing/receiving
orders, transferring funds and checking off payments. Checking off payments
costs a lot because it is difficult for a person in charge to know for what purpose
a payment was made. To solve the issue, we are developing a system called ZEDI
to add information on the purpose of a payment at the end of a settlement
message in order to reduce the burden of checking off deposits and withdrawals
in consultation with the Japanese Bankers Association. This system is expected
to be used for marketing, too, and we believe that this will become a significant
social infrastructure platform in the future.
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This is the last example, an initiative for the development of a trade data sharing
platform using the blockchain technology.
We formed the consortium with 13 companies including logistics companies,
import and export companies, banks related to settlement and non-life insurance
companies that handle shippers’ insurance and started conducting
demonstration experiments. Following two experiments last year, we will conduct
a large-and-full-scale demonstration experiment around the end of March 2018.
We will verify if a complete flow of cargos can be achieved with a new technology,
blockchain, and identify issues. As this is an initiative involving Japanese
companies only, our next challenge will be how to apply this to exporting and how
to link this to import and export systems in overseas countries. NTT DATA is
willing to link systems using the blockchain technology beyond the national
boundary.
(After this presentation, we launched a press release about a demonstration
experiment to connect the platform to a trading platform in Singapore.)
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As I explained, there are numerous technologies such as AI and digital. NTT
DATA is willing to provide a “trusted financial IT platform” that has the potential
to become a social infrastructure as examples shown near the end of my
presentation by utilizing our strengths of building robust social infrastructures.
Thank you for your kind attention.
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